BORGHI of ITALY - #NO(F)EARTHQUAKE
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On the occasion of the 16th International Architecture Exhibition - La Biennale di Venezia,
in line with the Freespace manifesto of the curators Yvonne Farrell and Shelley McNamara and the designation by the MiBACT of last year “2017 - Anno dei Borghi”, the Concilio Europeo dell’Arte presents its project dedicated to the revitalization of the Italian villages - Borghi of Italy.
The driving force of the exhibition, installed in the historic seat of the Concilio Europeo dell’Arte, InParadiso Art Gallery, is the theme of prevention and anti-seismic security with regards to
Italy’s monumental and historic patrimony - a theme which is once again central to the agenda of
priorities Italy is currently facing. To complete the exhibition, we have added a cycle of 6 days of
conferences, symposia, meetings and public debates to be held in September, October and November
at the exhibition site and the IUAV University of Venice.
Since the most intense seismic events are followed by long periods of dormancy, often the passing time dilutes memories, and distances perception, postponing the adoption of concrete measures
of safeguarding and prevention, as well as the potential management of future seismic risk.
One often forgets that it is through safeguarding that the “security of the territory” is assured, a precondition along with other basic service, and combats the phenomena of abandonment and
demographic decline, and re-launches development processes.
The main objective of the “Borghi of Italy - #NO(F)EARTHQUAKE” exhibition is to raise public
awareness about the theme of “keeping safe” the villages in Italy, in which those who live in them,
and those who will live in them, can feel free from the fear of an earthquake and to return to live in
what are considered - even to the international community - the most characteristic places in Italy.

The exhibition presents the cases of five Italian Borghi affected by seismic events since 1976:
Venzone (earthquake in Friuli Venezia Giulia, 1976), San Felice sul Panaro (earthquake in Emilia Romagna, 2012), Auletta (earthquake in Irpinia, 1980), Amatrice (earthquake in Central Italy, 2016) and
Civita di Bagnoregio (earthquake in Central Italy 2016). Each of these case studies, under the curatorship of professors and researchers of the Alma Mater University of Bologna and IUAV University of
Venice, reveals different aspects of how the consequences of the earthquake - sometimes tragic have been dealt with: the reaction of the affected populations, damage to cultural and architectural
heritage, issues concerning recovery, restoration, and reconstruction. And then the great theme of
“resilience”: it is not enough to secure places and their (possible) reconstruction, but it is necessary
to stimulate economic recovery of the whole territory, investing in all sectors (production, tourism,
etc.), constantly.
In this context, and under the patronage of the Association “I Borghi più Belli d’Italia”, ANCI
(Associazione Nazione Comuni Italiani) and FOAV (Federazione Ordine Architetti del Veneto), the project promoted by the CEA - Concilio Europeo dell’Arte “BorgoAlive!” is inserted, which projecting
into the future collects and shows the public what may be the most accredited best practices to activate the concept of a “sustainable revitalization” of a village and of its surrounding territory: the
protection of the territory and its community, the valuing of resources, a view to raise the opportunities for social and economic growth and the development of tourism of local communities and the repopulation of Italian villages.
In line with Freespace, the theme of the Biennale Architettura 2018, “BorgoAlive!” presents
itself as a concrete occasion to be custodians and active promoters of the various territories for the
collective interest of Italy.
Furthermore, the Concilio Europeo dell’Arte and Marco Guglielmi artistically translate the
theme faced by the project “Borghi of Italy” with a site specific artwork that develops in the interior
exhibition spaces of the InParadiso Art Gallery.
The Curators | Marco Pretelli (Department of Architecture (DA) - Alma Mater
Studiorum di Bologna), Paolo Faccio, Anna Saetta (Department of Architecture, Construction and Conservation (DACC) - University IUAV of Venice) and
Marco Savoia (Department of Civil, Chemical, Environmental and Materials
Engineering (DICAM) - Alma Mater Studiorum di Bologna.
Promoter | the Concilio Europeo dell’Arte was founded in 2006 to promote
and disseminate contemporary art by stimulating and supporting the talent of
artists, on European and international levels. Protagonist of the artistic and
cultural scene in Venice, Florence and Paris, in 2016 the Association is joined
by the Foundation of the CEA to continue to pursue its goal, and inaugurated in
2018 their new headquarter in Labin (Albona), in Croatia.
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